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Abstract
Reduced cerebral perfusion and microcirculation are found among AD causes, which should be
considered in the development of new treatments for the disease. 165 patients with AD were examined. The examination plan included clinical assessment of dementia severity (CDR), cognitive
function assessment (MMSE), laboratory examination, cerebral scintigraphy (SG), rheoencephalography (REG), cerebral CT and MRI, morphometric AD stages assessment (TDR) and cerebral multi-gated angiography (MUGA). 89 patients aged 34 - 79 (average age 67) were selected for the
treatment: 31 (34.83%) male, 58 (65.17%) female patients. According to their AD stage, the patients were divided into: TDR-0 (preclinical stage)—10 (11.24%) patients, TDR-1 (early stage with
mild dementia, mild cognitive impairment)—28 (31.46%) patients, TDR-2 (medium stage with
moderate dementia, cognitive impairment sufficiently persistent)—34 (38.20%) patients, TDR-3
(late stage with sufficiently severe dementia and cognitive impairment)—17 (19.10%) patients.
Test Group—46 (51.68%) patients—had transcatheter treatment with low-energy lasers. Control
Group—43 (48.31%)—had conservative treatment with Memantin and Rivastigmine. The Test
Group had cerebral microcirculation improvement leading to permanent dementia reduction and
cognitive recovery which allowed transferring the patients to a lighter TDR group or withdrawing
them from the scale. Control Group patients with earlier AD stages (TDR-0, TDR-1, TDR-2) obtained stabilization for a period of 6 months-3 years, with subsequent growth of dementia and
cognitive impairment; patients with late AD stage (TDR-3) showed further increase of cognitive
impairment and dementia. Transcatheter treatment allows reducing the effects of dyscirculatory
angiopathy of Alzheimer’s type (DAAT) improving cerebral microcirculation and metabolism,
which leads to permanent dementia regression and cognitive impairment reduction. These data
show that AD treatment should be comprehensive and aimed at both the recovery of cerebral microcirculation and blood supply and the normalization of amyloid beta metabolism in the cerebral
tissue.
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1. Introduction
Recently, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has become more widespread among the population; about 500,000 new
cases are going to appear only in the US in the coming year [1]. The causes of AD have not been fully explored
so far. An increased risk of AD development is usually associated with tau, apoE4 (apolipoprotein E4) allele, the
accumulation of amyloid beta in the cerebral tissue, and the development of cerebral vascular dysfunction [2] [3].
The ideas that disorders of the brain vascular system played an important role in the etiology and pathogenesis
of this disease were expressed quite a long time ago. Thus, in the 30s of the last century, F. Morel introduced the
term and described dysoric, or drusoid angiopathy in patients with AD [4]. In recent years, this issue has been
given much more attention, and a large number of studies dedicated to vascular disorders in the etiology and
pathogenesis of AD have been conducted accordingly [5]-[16].
Physiologically, the brain is the most highly perfused organ in the human body. In the quiescent state, the
minute volume of blood obtained by the brain is about 750 ml. Almost 15% of the total minute volume is accounted for by an organ, which is 2% of body weight. At that, the gray matter of the human brain consumes 20%
of all oxygen consumed by the whole body [17]. The blood supply of the cerebral cortex and certain areas of
gray matter is 300 - 400 ml/min/100 gr of the matter. The blood supply of the white matter is less and is about
20% - 25% of the gray matter perfusion. Large arteries only transport blood, but small arteries and capillaries
deep in the tissue carry out sustenance and gas supply. One cubic centimeter of the brain matter contains 12 - 27
small arteries but 3 - 4 thousand of capillaries, with normally almost complete absence of arteriovenous shunts
[17]-[20].
Due to this feature of the blood supply, the brain is extremely sensitive to disorders in blood and capillary
blood flow, and even a slight decrease in the inflow of arterial blood quickly leads to the development of metabolic disorders, hypoxia and tissue ischemia [20].
Physiologically, in case of acute local loss of blood supply to a particular area of the brain, there develops
terminal ischemia and stroke. In case of slow, gradual, partial reduction of bandwidth of the distal arterial bed,
stroke does not usually develop; at the same time, the inflowing blood cannot pass through the capillaries completely, so its excessive volume is partially dumped into the venous system. This process is accompanied by the
development of a natural compensatory regional reaction of the body—the opening of arteriovenous shunts
[8]-[10]. Such arterial blood shunting, along with restricted arterial and capillary blood flow, also contributes to
the development of specific brain tissue hypoxia.
Another physiological protective body reaction aimed at reducing the distal blood supply is a natural development of angiogenesis that is accompanied by the opening of additional collaterals and capillaries allowing a
roundabout way to increase the blood flow to the hypovascularized area, but this compensatory mechanism is
slow and is not always on time to operate [21].
Unlike other lesions, during AD such disorders of distal arterial and capillary blood supply in the brain have
their own characteristics and are called “dyscirculatory angiopathy of Alzheimer’s type” (DAAT) [10] [22]-[24].
Even at the pre-clinical stage of the disease, the number of capillaries is reduced and extensive hypovascular
zones are formed in the temporal and frontoparietal regions of the brain [5] [8] [10]-[12]. Some authors link this
process to the presence of apoE4 (apolipoprotein E4) allele, the early deposition of amyloid beta in the walls of
blood vessels, other authors attribute this to congenital vascular pathology [2] [3] [8] [10] [11]. In the same cerebral regions, arteriovenous shunts are formed leading to early dumping of arterial blood into the venous channel [10] [22]. Due to the venous bed overflow, abnormal expansion of large tributaries occurs contributing to the
development of venous stasis in these basins [23]. Besides, such patients have large loop formations in the distal
regions of anterior and middle cerebral arteries [10] [22]. The process is accompanied by accumulation of vasculotoxic and neurotoxic molecules in the cerebral tissue leading to beta amyloid metabolism disruption, the result of which is a decrease in its excretion and an increase in its accumulation [2] [25] [26]. Because of the spe-
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cificity of vascular lesions in AD and the presence of multiple arteriovenous shunts, the natural, physiological
angiogenesis has no time to develop and the disease progresses leading to the accumulation of amyloid beta,
neurodegenerative and atrophic changes [11] [27] [28]. This process begins to develop many years before the
first signs of AD [29] [30]. It is possible that it is innate and commences in the first years of life, or at an early
age [30] [31]. It should be noted that other brain lesions are not characterized by such changes in the vascular
system [8] [10] [14] [22].
In the development of AD treatment, the importance of vascular changes in the etiology and pathogenesis of
the disease has not always been taken into account. The impact of drugs on the brain blood supply is not efficient enough, and therefore specific vasoactive therapy is rarely used for AD treatment. Only in the last decade,
there appeared studies aimed at developing non-drug treatments for dementia, cognitive impairment and AD, at
restoring the distal arterial and capillary blood supply, as well as at the restoration of structural and metabolic
processes in the cerebral tissue [32]-[38].
This paper is dedicated to the impact of the recovery of the distal arterial and capillary blood supply of the
brain in AD by means of transcatheter laser treatment, follow-up development of dementia and cognitive impairment, as well as the comparison of this method with the common conservative treatment.

2. Materials and Methods
All the examination and all endovascular interventions have been carried out with the approval of the Ethics
Committee, as well as with the consent of the examined and treated patients and their relatives.
Criteria for the selection of patients:
1) Consent of the patient and his/her relatives to carry out the examination and treatment;
2) The patient’s medical condition allowing the examination and treatment;
3) The severity of dementia, cognitive impairment, atrophic changes in the temporal and frontoparietal brain
regions according to the classification “The Tomography Dementia Rating scale” (TDR) [39] [40].
Of 165 patients applying for the treatment, 89 patients aged 34 to 79 (average age 67) were selected, 31
(34.83%) male and 58 (65.17%) female patients.
The group included patients without serious comorbidities, with a satisfactory medical condition in accordance with their age group.

2.1. Patients Examination Plan
The examination plan included the following methods:
• Clinical assessment of dementia severity was made according to the Clinical Dementia Rating scale (CDR)
[41]. Primary examination was conducted on the patient’s admission day, secondary ones—before the patient’s discharge and then at intervals of 6 - 12 months.
• Assessment of cognitive functions was conducted by means of Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [42].
Primary examination was conducted on the patient’s admission day, secondary ones—before the patient’s
discharge and then at intervals of 6 - 12 months.
• Laboratory examination was performed according to the schemes generally accepted in iterventional neuroangiology and included coagulologic, biochemical and clinical tests carried out at the patient’s admission
and then when necessary [30] [33] [34].
• Scintrigraphy of the brain (SG) was carried out on a gamma camera (Ohio Nuclear, US) following the classical method, in dynamic and static mode, with TC 99M pertechnetat 555 [30] [34]. The patient was examined at his/her admission and then at intervals of 6 - 12 months.
• Rheoencephalography (REG) was conducted by means of “Reospektr-8” (Neurosoft, Russia) in accordance
with the standard automated method with the identification of pulse blood flow disorders in the cerebral hemispheres [33] [34]. Primary examination was conducted at the patient’s admission, secondary ones—before
the patient’s discharge and then at intervals of 6 - 12 months.
• CT and MRI of the brain were performed on “Somatom” (Siemens), “Hi Speed” (GE), “Tomoscan” (Philips),
“Apetro Eterna” (Hitachi) using the ATAA (Advance Tomo Area Analysis), which allows to determine the
percentage of atrophic changes in the temporal lobes in comparison with their natural volume in this patient
[14] [34] [40] [43]. The patient was examined at his/her admission and then at intervals of 6 - 12 months.
• MUGA of the brain was performed on apparatus “Advantx” (GE) following the classical method of transfe-
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moral access. Synchronously, taking into account the start and the rate of administration, 10 - 12 ml of Omnipack 350 was introduced intra-carotidally and 7 - 8 ml intra-vertebrally. The registration was carried out in
direct and side projections in constant subtraction mode at a speed of 25 frames per second. Further on,
frame by frame analysis of the angiograms received in each phase contrast was conducted [8] [10] [21]. Capillary density contrast analysis was performed at the corresponding phase by means of an automatic method
using computer program “Angio Vision” based on the determination of the degree of blackening of the corresponding part of the image [10] [14] [22] [24]. Primary examination was conducted at the patient’s admission, secondary ones—in 2 - 6 years after the treatment.
• The morphometric determination of AD stages was performed in accordance with the Tomography Dementia
Rating Scale (TDR) [39] [40]. The method allows determining the severity of atrophic changes in the temporal lobes according to CT and MRI of the brain, thus enabling to determine the stage of developed dementia in AD. The method also allows to differentiate the clinical stage of the disease, as well as to identify its
pre-clinical stage [43]. Primary examination was conducted at the patient’s admission, secondary ones—at
intervals of 6 - 12 months.

2.2. Results of Examination of Patients
CDR testing detected signs of dementia in 79 (88.76%) patients.
MMSE detected signs of cognitive impairment in all 89 (100%) patients.
Laboratory examination revealed no significant abnormalities.
SG detected decreased blood flow in the cerebral hemispheres in all 89 (100%) patients.
REG revealed a decrease in the pulse blood volume in carotid basinls in all 89 (100%) patients.
CT and MRI of the brain showed involutive changes accompanied by atrophy of the temporal lobes, extension
of the Sylvian fissure and subarachnoid space in the temporal and frontoparietal regions in all 89 (100%) patients.
Morphometric assessment of stages of dementia in AD was performed in all 89 (100%) patients.
MUGA showed the symptoms of dyscirculatory angiopathy of Alzheimer’s type (DAAT) [10]-[24] in all 89
(100%) patients, namely:
• absence of (or they were poorly expressed) atherosclerotic changes of extra and intracranial arteries in all 89
(100%) patients;
• depletion of the capillary bed in the projection of the hippocampus and frontal-parietal brain regions manifested in reduction of the capillary phase contrast as poorly vascularized areas in all 89 (100%) patients;
• multiple arterio-venous shunts in the basin of the front villous artery supplying the hippocampus and in the
basin of the arterial branches supplying the frontoparietal brain regions in all 89 (100%) patients;
• early venous dumping of arterial blood into the venous bed which is characterized by simultaneous filling of
arteries and veins in the temporal and frontoparietal regions in all 89 (100%) patients;
• development of abnormally enlarged lateral veins that receive blood from the arterio-venous shunts in the
temporal and frontoparietal regions in 81 (91.01%) patients;
• anomalous venous stasis on the border of the frontal and parietal lobe due to excessively high blood influx
from the arterio-venous shunts, 80 (89.88%) patients;
• increased loop formation of distal intracranial arterial branches in 72 (80.90%) patients.

2.3. Patient Selection
The patients were divided into the following groups:
• preclinical AD stage—TDR-0: patients with increasing memory disorders without apparent manifestations of
dementia but with cognitive decline (MMSE 26 - 28 points) as well as involutive changes in the brain accompanied by 4% - 8% temporal lobes atrophy—10 (11.24%) patients (in the present research, the patients
were direct descendants of patients with AD and had a high likelihood of developing the disease);
• early AD stage—TDR-1: patients with mild dementia, mild cognitive impairment (MMSE 20 - 25 points),
which corresponds to CDR-1, had previously been diagnosed with AD, medical history did not exceed 2
years, 9% - 18% temporal lobes atrophy—28 (31.46%) patients;
• medium AD stage—TDR-2: patients with moderate dementia, sufficiently resistant cognitive impairment
(MMSE 12 - 19 points), which corresponds to CDR-2, had previously been diagnosed with AD, medical
history of 2 to 6 years, 19% - 32% temporal lobes atrophy—34 (38.20%) patients;
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• late AD stage—TDR-3: patients with a fairly severe dementia, gross cognitive impairment (MMSE 7 - 11
points), which corresponds to CDR-3, had previously been diagnosed with AD, medical history of 7 to 12
years, 33% - 62 % temporal lobes atrophy—17 (19.10%) patients.

2.3.1. Test Group
Test group: 46 (51.68%) patients (group TDR-0: 4 patients; TDR-1: 15 patients; TDR-2: 20 patients; TDR-3: 7
patients)—underwent transcatheter laser treatment.
For patients at pre-clinical AD stage (group TDR-0), transcatheter laser intervention was carried out preventively, taking into account the growing memory impairment. In patients suffering from AD (groups TDR-1,
TDR-2, TDR-3), the interventions were performed in the period from 1 year to 12 years after the first symptoms
of the disease.
Transcatheter Treatment Method [32]-[34].
Under local anesthesia, according to Seldinger’s classical method, the common femoral artery is punctured
and catheterized with an installation of an introducer with a 6 - 9 F diameter. Through this introducer and
through coaxially brought guiding catheters installed in the general and further on in the internal carotid artery,
is brought a thin flexible fiber-optic lightguided instrument with a diameter of 25 - 100 micrometers, coupled
with the laser unit. The fiber-optic instrument is first guided to the proximal and then to the distal sites of the
anterior and middle cerebral arteries, where the laser treatment is carried out. The distal end of the lightguided
instrument is constantly washed with heparinized 0.9% NaCL solution. To carry out X-ray TV control, small
doses of radiopaque substance are periodically introduced. Laser irradiation is carried out using low-energy lasers in the visible region of the spectrum, of 20-mw power, operating in continuous, or pulsed, or combined
modes. The exposure time takes about 20 - 40 minutes. After the transcatheter intervention the patient undergoes
repeated cerebral multi-gated angiography following the procedure described above, the results of which determine the degree of revascularization and restoration of the microcirculatory bed [34]. We assume that if the capillary blood flow has not been fully restored during the first attempt of the intervention, the manipulation can
be repeated, but it was not necessary during the transcatheter interventions described.
The treatment was followed by common interventional neuroangiology schemes. The patients underwent
conventional desagrigant, anticoagulant, vasodilator and nootropic therapy including Aspirin, Heparin, indirect
anticoagulants (depending on the blood coagulation indicators), Pentoxifylline 100 mg, Complamin 150 mg, Inosin 200 mg, Nootropil (Piracetam) 1200 mg (or Gliatilin 1000 mg) intravenously, with a drop counter, No. 10 15, and then they took pills. Subsequent 3-months’ courses of pills were repeated twice a year. The patients did
not receive any specific drugs aimed at the treatment of AD.
2.3.2. Control Group
Control group: 43 (48.31%) patients (group TDR-0: 6 patients, TDR-1: 13 patients, TDR-2: 14 patients, TDR-3:
10 patients)—underwent conservative treatment.
Therapeutic treatment was carried out according to common schemes and dosages [44] [45]. Patients from
group CDR-0 received nootropics: Nootropil (Piracetam) 2400 mg per day (3 - 4 months’ courses), or Gliatilin
1200 mg per day (4 - 6 months’ courses). Patients from groups CDR-1, CDR-2, CDR-3 took Memantin 5 - 20
mg per day as a neuroprotective drug, or Rivastigmine 3 - 12 mg per day as a cholinergic drug. At the same time,
patients of all groups received vasoactive drugs Pentoxifylline 800 mg daily, 3 months’ courses, and Complamin
450 mg daily, 3 months’ courses repeated twice a year.

3. Results
3.1. Test Group
3.1.1. Immediate Results
We did not have any complications in any case during the transcatheter interventions or in the subsequent longterm period.
According to cerebral MUGA, a good immediate angiographic result manifested in the stimulation of natural
angiogenesis, improvement and restoration of collateral and capillary blood flow, reduction of arteriovenous
shunts and improved venous outflow, was obtained in all 46 (100%) patients (Figure 1-Figure 4).
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Figure 1. Patient A, 56 years old, male, (TDR-2), before transcatheter treatment. Left internal carotid artery
angiogram, frame 96 (3.84 seconds after the contrasting phase started), arterial phase. 1. Hypovascular
zones in the temporal and frontoparietal regions; 2. Multiple arteriovenous shunts in the temporal and frontoparietal regions.

Figure 2. Same Patient A, 56 years old, male, (TDR-2), before transcatheter treatment. Left internal carotid
artery angiogram, frame 129 (5.16 seconds after the contrasting phase started), arterial phase. Dumping of arterial
blood into the venous bed through arteriovenous shunts. 3. Simultaneous contrasting of arteries and veins.

3.1.2. Early Period after the Treatment (1 - 6 Months)
Group TDR-0:
According to SG, 3 (75.00%) patients had complete recovery of blood flow velocity in the cerebral hemispheres, and 1 (25.00%) patient had incomplete recovery.
According to REG, 3 (75.00%) patients had complete recovery of pulse blood volume in the cerebral hemis
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Figure 3. Same Patient A, 56 years old, after transcatheter treatment. Left internal carotid artery angiogram,
frame 96 (3.84 seconds after the contrasting phase started), arterial phase. 1. Angiogenesis stimulation, recovery of the collateral and capillary bed in the temporal and frontoparietal regions. 2. Reduction of multiple
arteriovenous shunts in the temporal and frontoparietal regions.

Figure 4. Same Patient A, 56 years old, after transcatheter treatment. Left internal carotid artery angiogram,
frame 129 (5.16 seconds after the contrasting phase started), arterial phase. Reduction of arteriovenous shunts
in the temporal and frontoparietal regions. 3. Absence of simultaneous contrasting of arteries and veins.

pheres, and 1 (25.00%) patient had insignificantly reduced parameters.
According to CT and MRI, 4 (100%) patients had an increase in the tissue mass of the temporal lobes of the
brain, which was accompanied by narrowing of the Sylvian fissure and subarachnoid space in the frontoparietal
and temporal regions.
Clinically, memory improvement and cognitive function recovery of up to 28 - 30 points were observed.
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Group TDR-1:
According to SG, 12 (80.00%) patients had almost complete recovery of blood flow in the cerebral hemispheres, and 3 (20.00%) patients had incomplete recovery.
According to REG, 13 (86.67%) patients had almost complete recovery of pulse blood volume in the cerebral
hemispheres, and 2 patients (13.33%) had incomplete recovery.
According to CT and MRI, all patients had an increase in the tissue mass of the temporal lobes of the brain,
which was accompanied by narrowing of the Sylvian fissure and subarachnoid space in the frontoparietal and
temporal regions.
Clinically, all patients had dementia reduction and cognitive functions recovery: 6 (40.00%) patients—of up
to 25 - 26 points, 9 (60.00%) patients—of up to 27 - 28 points.
Group TDR-2:
According to SG, 15 (75.00%) patients had almost complete recovery of blood flow in the cerebral hemispheres, and 5 (25.00%) patients had incomplete recovery.
According to REG, 16 (80.00%) patients had almost full recovery of pulse blood flow in the cerebral hemispheres, 2 patients (10.00%) had incomplete recovery, and 2 (10.00%) patients’ results were above the norm
by 6% - 10%.
According to CT and MRI, all patients showed an increase in the tissue mass of the temporal lobes of the
brain, which was accompanied by narrowing of the Sylvian fissure and subarachnoid space in the frontoparietal
and temporal regions.
Clinically, 11 (55.00%) patients had dementia reduction and cognitive functions improvement of up to 19 - 20
points, 9 (45.00%) patients—of up to 21 - 22 points.
Group TDR-3:
According to SG, 5 (71.43%) patients had nearly complete recovery of blood flow in the cerebral hemispheres,
2 patients (28.57%) had incomplete recovery.
According to REG, 2 (28.57%) patients had nearly complete recovery of pulse blood flow in the cerebral hemispheres, and 5 (71.43%) patients’ results were above the norm by 6% - 10%.
According to CT and MRI, an increase in the tissue mass of the temporal lobes of the brain was detected in all
7 patients.
Clinically, all 7 (100%) patients had dementia reduction and cognitive functions improvement of up to 11 - 12
points.
3.1.3. Long Period after the Treatment (1 - 7 Years)
According to SG and REG in the long term, the resulting positive trend continued throughout the observation.
Group TDR-0:
According to CT and MRI in the period of more than 1 year after the treatment, all 4 (100%) cases showed
regeneration of the tissue mass of the temporal lobes of the brain. Clinically, the patients showed sustained recovery of cognitive functions of up to the 28 - 30 points. All the patients were transferred to the group of practically healthy individuals. The effect maintained throughout the observation period (Table 1).
Group TDR-1:
According to CT and MRI in the period of more than 1 year after the treatment, all 15 (100%) patients
showed almost complete recovery of the tissue mass of the temporal lobes, with atrophy of 4% - 8%, which is
the age norm. Clinically, the patients showed no signs of dementia and demonstrated sustained recovery of cognitive functions of up to 27 - 28 points. All the patients were transferred to Group TDR-0. The effect maintained
throughout the observation period (Table 1).
Group TDR-2:
According to CT and MRI in the period of more than 1 year after the treatment, all 20 (100%) cases showed
an increase in the tissue mass of the temporal lobes. Clinically, it was accompanied by further dementia decline
and cognitive functions improvement of up to 21 - 22 points. In the long-term period of more than 18 months,
11 (55.00%) patients showed further growth of the tissue mass of the temporal lobes, with atrophy decrease to
15% - 18%, which was also accompanied by dementia decline and cognitive functions improvement of up to 21 25 points. The remaining 9 (45.00%) patients demonstrated no further dynamics. All the patients in this group
were transferred to Group TDR-1. The stable condition lasted for about 4 years, after which the patients had
cognitive decline to 20 - 21 points (Table 1).
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Table 1. Comparison of the clinical outcome obtained in test and control group patients after the treatment (statistical analysis).
Summary Frequency Table

Frequency
% per column
% per line
Total percentage
Frequency
% per column
% per line
Total percentage
Frequency
% per column
% per line
Total percentage
Frequency

Treatment
Method

Severity
Degree
before
Treatment

transcatheter

TDR-0

Severity
Severity
Severity
Severity
Severity Degree
Degree after Degree after Degree after Degree after
after Treatment
Treatment
Treatment Treatment
Treatment
Healthy
TDR-0
TDR-1
TDR-2
TDR-3
4
100.00%
100.00%
4.49%
0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0

0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
15
100.00%
100,00%
16.85%
0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0

0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
20
100.00%
100.00%
22.47%
0

0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
7

% per column

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100.00%

% per line

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100.00%

0.00%

41.18%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

7.87%

0.00%

7.87%

4

15

20

7

0

46

100.00%

83.33%

80.00%

38.89%

0.00%

transcatheter

transcatheter

transcatheter

TDR-1

TDR-2

TDR-3

Total percentage
Frequency

Total

% per column

0

Total
Per
Line

0.00%
0.00%
0
0.00%
0.00%
0
0.00%
0.00%
0

4
8.70%
40.00%
4.49%
15
32.61%
53.57%
16.85%
20
43.48%
58.82%
22.47%
7
15.22%

% per line

8.70%

32.61%

43.48%

15.22%

0.00%

Total percentage

4.49%

16.85%

22.47%

7.87%

0.00%

51.69%

0

3

3

0

0

6

Frequency

therapeutic

TDR-0

% per column

100.00%

60.00%

0.00%

0.00%

13.95%

% per line

0.00%

50.00%

50.00%

0.00%

0.00%

60.00%

Total percentage

0.00%

3.37%

3.37%

0.00%

0.00%

6.74%

0

0

2

11

0

13

0.00%

40.00%

100.00%

0.00%

30.23%

Frequency

therapeutic

TDR-1

% per column
% per line

0.00%

0.00%

15.38%

84.62%

0.00%

46.43%

Total percentage

0.00%

0.00%

2.25%

12.36%

0.00%

14.61%

Frequency

therapeutic

TDR-2

0

% per column

0

0

0

14

14

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

58.33%

32.56%

% per line

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100.00%

41.18%

Total percentage

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

15.73%

15.73%

Frequency

therapeutic

TDR-3

0

% per column

0

0

0

10

10

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

41.67%

23.26%

% per line

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100,00%

58.82%

Total percentage

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

11.24%

11.24%

0

3

5

11

24

43

% per column

0.00%

16.67%

20.00%

61.11%

100.00%

% per line

0.00%

6.98%

11.63%

25.58%

55.81%

Total percentage

0.00%

3.37%

5.62%

12.36%

26.97%

48.31%

4

18

25

18

24

89

4.49%

20.22%

28.09%

20.22%

26.97%

Frequency

Frequency
Total percentage

Total

Column sums

The original data, the distribution of which is given in the summary table, were analyzed using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test. The statistical
analysis showed that at the beginning of the therapy there were no significant differences between the Test and Control Groups (р > 0.05), while after
the treatment these differences became significant (p < 0.01). The analysis of the indicator dynamics by means of the Mann-Whitney test also revealed
significant differences between the groups: the effect of the therapy in the Test Group was significantly higher than in the Control Group (p < 0.01).
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Group TDR-3:
According to CT and MRI in the period of more than 1 year after the treatment, all 7 (100%) cases showed an
increase in the tissue mass of the temporal lobes of the brain, which was accompanied by a decrease in atrophy
in these regions of up to 28% - 34%. Clinically, all patients had dementia decline and partial improvement of
cognitive functions: 4 (57.14%) patients—of up to 11 - 14 points, 3 (42.86%) patients—of up to 15 - 19 points.
5 (71.43%) patients were transferred to Group TDR-2. The stable condition lasted for about 2 - 2.5 years, and
then the testing showed a decline to 11 - 12 points (Table 1).
According to cerebral MUGA (Test Group), all 8 (17.39%) reexamined patients had progression of angiogenesis along with retention of the collateral and capillary bed and the reduction of arteriovenous shunts for 2 - 6
years after the transcatheter treatment.

3.2. Control Group
3.2.1. Early after the Treatment (1 - 6 Months)
According to SG and REG in the early period of observation, all patients in the control group had a weak positive reaction of the speed of blood flow and pulse blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres. According to CT
and MRI, no dynamics was observed. Clinically, patients in Group TDR-0 showed a tendency to improve memory and restore cognitive functions to 27 - 28 points.
3.2.2. Remote Period after the Treatment (1 - 7 Years)
Group TDR-0:
According to SG and REG, the patients retained a weak positive reaction of the blood flow velocity and pulse
blood filling in the cerebral hemispheres.
Clinically, memory improvement and stabilization of cognitive functions remained for 2 years after the beginning of the treatment. In the same period, according to CT and MRI, 1 (16.67%) patient had no changes in
the tissue mass of the temporal lobes, 3 (50.00%) patients showed a tendency to the tissue mass decrease, 2
(33.33%) patients had progressive reduction of the tissue mass to 14% - 18%. In the longer-term period, the
tendency to increasing atrophy symptoms persisted. In the period of over 2 years, 3 (50.00%) patients did not
reveal any signs of dementia, 3 (50.00%) patients confronted the appearance of dementia symptoms, along with
cognitive functions decrease to 24 - 25 points. These patients were transferred to Group TDR-1 (Table 1).
Group TDR-1:
According to SG and REG, the patients retained a weak positive reaction of the blood flow velocity and pulse
blood filling.
Clinically, for a period of 2 to 3 years after the beginning of the treatment, the patients showed the stabilization of dementia and cognitive functions. For the period of more than 2 - 3 years, according to CT and MRI, all
13 (100%) patients had growing atrophic process with the tissue mass of the temporal lobes decrease to 12% 24%. These were accompanied by dementia growth and cognitive functions decline: 2 (15.38%) patients—to 20 21 points, 11 (84.62%) patients—to 18 - 19 points. The latter patients were transferred to Group TDR-2 (Table 1).
Group TDR-2:
Clinically, all 14 (100%) patients showed stabilized condition for a period of up to six months; in a longer period, the patients had dementia growth and cognitive functions decline to 11 - 12 points. According to SG and
REG, 9 (64.29%) patients had deterioration in cerebral blood flow velocity and pulse blood volume, 5 (35.71%)
patients had no changes in the parameters. According to CT and MRI in the period of more than 1 - 2 years after
the beginning of the treatment, all 14 (100%) patients had growing atrophic process with a decrease in the tissue
mass of the temporal lobes to 33% - 40% and cognitive functions decline to 9 - 11 points. All the patients were
transferred to Group TDR-3 (Table 1).
Group TDR-3:
Clinically, all 10 patients had dementia growth and increasing cognitive disorders. According to SG and REG
in the period of more than 1 - 2 years, 3 (30.00%) patients had a slight improvement of cerebral blood flow velocity and pulse blood volume, 7 (70.00%) patients showed no marked changes in the parameters. Cognitive
functions condition was reduced to 7 - 8 points. According to CT and MRI in the period of more than 1 - 2 years
after the beginning of the treatment, all 10 patients had growing atrophic process with a decrease in the tissue
mass of the temporal lobes to 40% - 55% (Table 1).
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4. Discussion

Taking into account the seriousness of the problem, the question of the importance of the vascular factor in the
etiology and pathogenesis of AD was considered at all the latest Congresses of the International Society to Advance Alzheimer Research and Treatment (ISTAART).
The intensity of dyscirculatory angiopathy of Alzheimer’s type (DAAT) does not depend on the stage of the
disease. Both at TDR-0 stage and at TDR-1, TDR-2, TDR-3 stages, the type and the degree of vascular lesions
are identical [10] [14] [22] [23]. The development of the vascular dysfunction leads not only to capillary circulation disorders, but also to the accumulation of beta amyloid and progressive cerebral atrophy development [25]
[26]. The severity of AD, dementia, cognitive impairment and the condition of higher mental functions of the
patient are directly dependent on the severity of atrophic changes in the brain tissue [10] [23] [40]. Patients with
the pre-clinical stage of the disease (TDR-0) have atrophic changes of the temporal lobes of 4% - 8%, but the
degree of atrophy increases to 33% - 64% in patients with the advanced AD stage (TDR-3) [8] [30] [40].
The desire to improve the metabolic process in the brain, to restore the removal of amyloid beta or to reduce
its content one way or another, is futile without the restoration of blood supply to the tissues. The problem of
AD treatment must be solved comprehensively.
The mechanism of low laser energy effect on the vascular wall and the vascular bed is in the powerful stimulation of the process of natural physiological angiogenesis causing collateral and capillary revascularization [20]
[46]-[50]. Restoration of blood supply improves brain nutrition, reduces hypoxic conditions, which in turn improves the removal of amyloid beta, contributes to the normalization of its metabolism in the cerebral tissue.
Simultaneously, laser energy stimulates metabolism in neurons enhancing their energy resource by the stimulating effect on mitochondria and thereby providing neuroprotection [20]. The subsequent increase in the tissue
mass of the temporal lobes of the brain after transcatheter treatment shows the development of regenerative
process in its tissues [20] [38] [51].
These findings are supported by research of many authors who conducted both experimental and clinical work
on transcranial low-energy laser effects on the brain in AD and other neurodegenerative lesions [35]-[38]
[52]-[55]. It should be noted that the cranial bones have a high optical density and absorb most of the laser light,
and therefore, the effectiveness of treatment with transcranial laser exposure is much lower than that of the transcatheter method.
All Test Group patients demonstrate long-lasting positive outcome after the transcatheter treatment. It allowed
withdrawing some patients (group TDR-0) out of the limits of the scale, to healthy individuals, and other patients (groups TDR-1, TDR-2, TDR-3) to group TDR of an earlier stage (Table 1).
Patients with early-stage disease and less severe atrophic changes in the tissue of the temporal lobes of the
brain (groups TDR-0 and TDR-1) had long-lasting positive outcome during the observation period (up to 7
years). Patients with more advanced and severe AD stages (groups TDR-2, TDR-3) had a pronounced positive
effect for 2.5 - 4 years, after which there was a cognitive decline due to more severe atrophic changes in the tissue of the temporal lobes.
The treatment of Control Group patients was carried out following common therapeutic schemes. The use of
vasoactive drugs did not give the desired effect. No long-lasting positive effect was achieved in any case after
this treatment. Patients with early-stage disease (groups TDR-0 and TDR-1) had stabilized condition for a period
of 2-3 years, and then there developed growing atrophic changes in the tissue of the temporal lobes of the brain,
accompanied by increased cognitive impairment. Patients with more advanced AD stages (groups TDR-2, TDR3) had stabilized condition for a short period or none at all, and at the same time atrophic changes increased in
the tissue of the temporal lobes, accompanied by growing cognitive disorders and dementia. These data correspond to those obtained by other authors [44] [45].
Transcatheter AD treatment by means of low-energy laser is effective, etiologically and pathogenetically
substantiated treatment for AD. The method is not traumatic—we did not have any complications or deaths even
during the treatment of heavy patients. The risk of transcatheter intervention is low enough; it can be used at all
stages of the disease, while its efficiency is much higher than that of common therapies. The proposed method
can reduce the level of dementia and cognitive impairment. We cannot exclude that transcatheter treatment of
patients with a preclinical AD stage (TDR-0) and of those with an early stage of the disease (TDR-1) can prevent
further appearance or progression of the disease. Treating patients with more advanced AD stages (TDR-2, TDR-3)
gives an opportunity to slow down further progression of the disease for a long time and to cause its regress.
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